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Issac Bainbridge
Upon arrival at Thirsk Racecourse, we were shown where we would have our break and
lunch by two staff from the charity Racing to School. Then we got split into two groups, I
was in group one and went to the weighing room first.
The weighing room, I found out, was to weigh jockeys, not horses. I also found out that,
for the flat jockeys, the minimum weight was 8 stone and the maximum weight is 10
stone. However, for the jump jockeys it is 10 to 12 stone because the horses are older and
can carry heavier weights.
After that we went to a room where we looked at the jockey’s kit and realised how light
the kit was. Also I realised to make it a fair race, the weight of each horse is made the
same. To make it the same they added weights on the horse to make it heavier or used
lighter gear.
Then after break we went on to do an activity called final furlong where we realised how
long a furlong is. Then we went to the parade ring where I found out a horse is roughly 2.5
metres, and each horse has 5 metres space when walking around. We used a metre wheel
to calculate how long the parade ring was (which was 150 metres).
Then after lunch we watched a horse race and some students handed out the prize to the
winner. Then as a whole group we had a photo with the winner holding the cup. After that
we watched another race then walked back to school.

Jasmine Watts
People have ideas about what the country is like or how they see the country, people always assume a
place is like its front cover like a book. So how much do you really know?
New Zealand is a very different and unique country itself and can be absolutely stunning. But just like the
U.K it does rain, and it can rain extremely hard for long periods of time sometime resulting in bad
flooding and storms (just from my experience). The coldest temperature in Auckland that I’ve
experienced is ranging from 0-3 degrees Celsius, so it doesn’t get as cold as the U K. The summer is quite
warm pretty much every day for over 3 months and into other seasons –
hottest temperatures in Auckland are 27 -30 degrees Celsius. In New
Zealand the sun is very hot because there is no ozone layer protecting you
from the sun so it is a lot easier to get sun burnt.
Times; because New Zealand is on the opposite side of the world to the U.K
it means they have a different time zone. New Zealand is 11 hours ahead of
the U.K so when its morning in the U.K it’s night time in New Zealand. Also
because it is in the Southern Hemisphere, on the other side of the equator
it means the seasons are different. It might seem odd but June - August in
NZ is winter time where here in England it’s summer. Christmas time in NZ is spent during their summer
which is December - February. Since everyone has a Summer holiday it just means in New Zealand their
week holiday is over Christmas into January so the school year starts in February and finishes in
December

How we got our name!
The name derives from the kiwi, a native flightless bird,
which is a national symbol of New Zealand. Until the First
World War, the kiwi represented the country and not
the people, however by 1917 New Zealanders were also
being called "Kiwis".

Issac Bainbridge
It was a beautiful day at Scarborough, there were no clouds, the sun was
shining all over the pitch and everything was nice until we saw the size of the
people we were playing against! The majority were at least 6ft and towered
over most of our players. But Thirsk were not deterred.

Throughout the game there were more tries scored by Thirsk than ever before!
It was an exciting game to watch and to play. Lots of tries were scored by both
teams.

But in the end there had to be a winner and that winner was Scarborough.
However this was by far, the best Thirsk
had ever played.

Jakub Michajlow
For a recent field trip, the current Year 12 biology class travelled to Dunbar, a town near
the South West coast of Scotland. The aim of the trip was to conduct some required
practicals for their course and to investigate succession and biodiversity within a dune
system.
Throughout the course of the week the students participated in a variety of activities
which would help them to analyse the ecology of the dune system. On Saturday the
students stopped at Bamburgh, which was on the way to Dunbar, in order to carry out a
dune transect. The students started at the shore and moved up the dune systematically
then identified and recorded individual plants of each species that they encountered as
the distance from the shore increased. The students were investigating whether there was
a correlation between biodiversity and distance from the shore in a dune system. In order
to do this the students then worked out the mean biodiversity at each distance, after
which they used a statistical test (in our case Spearman Rank correlation) in order to find
out whether there was a significant correlation between the two afore mentioned
variables. The majority of students found no correlation in their results.
The next day the students conducted a transect similar to the one they had done the
previous day but instead of it being doing horizontally up
the dune system it would instead be done vertically up a
cliff face at the beaches near Dunbar. The aim of this
transect was to investigate a correlation between
biodiversity of lichen and the height up a cliff face. The
student used rope, a tape measure and quadrats in order
to identify and record individuals of each species at varying
distances up the cliff face, this was done again at different
points either side of the original transect in order to work
out a mean. The students calculated the correlation in the
same way as they did for the dune transect: they worked
out the mean biodiversity at each distance then used the
Spearman Rank correlation.
The work done at Dunbar put the skills and theory that the
students learned in class into practical use under a real life
context and hopefully helps them to answer the questions in the exam which they will sit
in just under a years time.

Abi Collins
For this year’s Dunbar trip, we left on the morning of Saturday 7th July from College to begin the 2
hour minibus journey to Bamburgh. Once we reached Bamburgh (a few stalls later), we began our first
fieldwork of the trip – a dune transect. While this was a good start to the week, it was difficult to actually
see what we were meant to be investigating (correlation between biodiversity and distance along the
dune, by seeing how many individual members of different species there were per transect) due to the
prolonged hot weather there’d been previously. Nevertheless, it was nice to start the trip with a sunny
day in a nice location, where we were able to see Bamburgh Castle.
We then had another hour of journeying were we travelled
to Dunbar, to the centre we were staying in. Here, we unloaded
all of our equipment and got settled in the centre. We started
our analysis on the dunes experiment; this included writing up a
method, our results, and doing a statistical test to determine any
possible correlation. We ended the day with pizza for dinner –
what could be better?
On Sunday, we were up for our first cooked breakfast of
the week by eight and then headed out to the beach to do a
lichen transect up a rock face. When we arrived, the tide wasn’t
out quite enough for it to be safe for us to be up on the rocks, so
we had half an hour of free time. Most of us decided this would
be a good time to relax on the beach or on the rocks, or walk into
the ocean to just cover their feet for a while. Some of the group,
however, decided this would be the perfect time to go fully in
and swim to their hearts content. The staff weren’t particularly
amused. Once the tide had moved out sufficiently, we completed our lichen transect (seeing what types
of lichen there were at different distances up the rock, and the coverage of each of these), then headed
back to the centre to complete the analysis of the dune transect, and complete further for the lichen
transect also.

Monday morning we stayed in the centre to answer some ecology questions, as we waited for it to
reach low tide on the rocky shore so we could complete more field work. After we completed these
questions and had lunch, we headed out to the rocky shore. Here, we set up our mark-release-recapture
in the rock pools to try to estimate the population of periwinkles in each pool (by counting and marking
the whole population in one pool with nail varnish on this day – we’ll revisit it tomorrow). We also
measured the height and aperture in 50 limpets and 50 dog-whelks in two locations each, to see if there
was any correlation between the height and aperture and the environmental conditions they were
exposed to. We also spent some general time looking around in the rock pools for what we could find –
e.g. my group made a friend in Eugene the crab – and having fun around the shore.

Tuesday was my kitchen teams turn to cook, which led to my biggest challenge of the week – being
able to separate the burnt (by Miss Leopold) sausages from the tray. Otherwise breakfast went smoothly,
and after the colossal washing up we spent the morning in a similar way to yesterday by completing ISA
questions. Then again, in the afternoon, we headed back down to the rocky shore to complete this aspect
of the fieldwork. We completed our estimate for the rock pool population of periwinkles by collecting in
data for original and new periwinkles in the pool, we spent more time looking at general wildlife in the
area (this day we found Eric), and also collected data to form a biomass pyramid for the upper, middle
and lower shores. To do this, we completely emptied one rock pool in each of the upper, middle and
lower shores. In each we recorded the mass of the producers, primary consumers, and secondary
consumers and used this to make our pyramids of biomass. We then headed back to the centre, and
some of the group went off to go swimming at the local pool.
On Wednesday morning, we headed to the Seabird centre where we learnt about the birds in the
area, and also spent some time dolphin spotting. Here we could watch documentaries in the theatre or in
3D, find out about the birds, use interactive cameras in the area, or find out about some sea life (e.g.
turtles, rays or sharks). We were then given some free time for lunch, then headed to the lobster
hatchery. This is where some of the fisherman take lobsters with eggs, unusual ones (e.g. very blue), or
ones they would be unable to sell as their size doesn’t match the one desired by restaurants who wish to
take on lobsters of a uniform size. Here we learnt about lobster biology (such as how they urinate out of
their eyes), and how you identify and age gender. Whilst we were here, we also sponsored a lobster to
be released back to the ocean – Harry Kane (our lobster), we hope you made it home well. We were
meant to return to the rocky shore this evening for the final time, though there was a change of plan due
to a crucial World Cup match; but I’m sure we all know how that turned out so I won’t need to get into
the details. A lot of the group were upset for the remainder of the evening.
However Thursday was a new day, where we were all up and ready to head off to Edinburgh Zoo
for the day. This was a good end to the trip, with plenty of pandas and penguin parades to make anyone
enjoy themselves. We headed back to the centre that afternoon to do some packing, and then at 6:30 we
headed out to the harbour to eat fish and chips, and do some (questionable) rolls down the hill. Back at
the centre, before the Dunbar Olympics there were some rounds of penalties, but the real challenges
began. With games like building the highest freestanding structure made from spaghetti and
marshmallows, passing a playing card round the circle with only straws, and running/hopping/jumping
across the room with balloons and toothbrushes between our knees, we all had a blast at our last night in
the centre.
Friday morning was spent packing up the buses and having our last meal in the centre, before at
about 10:00 we set off back to college.
While I won’t miss some aspects of the trip – such as the most pathetic showers you’ve ever seen,
the moths that became a staple to our bathroom, or the rickety floors and bed in Inchkeith dormitory – I
overall definitely had a great time with highlights such as: sending (the lobster) Harry Kane home, seeing
Mr Howe’s stall count decrease throughout the week, the free time we had together at the common
room and beach, our chats in the Inchkeith dormitory, as well as the Dunbar Olympics. Over the week, I
hope I proved I earned my award as ‘Miss Sunshine’ and that we were able to give Dr Evans a final
Dunbar she won’t forget (hopefully for all good reasons) and helped her have a great closing chapter to
her time at Thirsk School and Sixth Form College.

Charlotte Rhodes
The 18th of May 2017 was the day that changed not only my life but my family and my dogs. We
packed our suitcases locked our house of 10 years and walked away. Saying goodbye to the place
that held all our best memories forever. While we walked down the gravel path that held many
turquoise gum trees to Diamond Creek train station, we were in silence taking in our
surroundings for the last time for a while. We arrived at the train station and boarded the train to
Melbourne airport. As I explored the landscape outside of the train window, looking at the crusty
brown grass. I saw what would be the last kangaroo I’d see in a very long time. When we finally
arrived at Melbourne airport we put our suitcases on the carousel and made our way to the
waiting area, after two exhausting hours waiting for the plane to arrive. It finally came to my
mind that we were leaving Australia for a while and that we wouldn’t be coming back anytime
soon. I was more sad then scared because I wouldn’t be seeing my friends for a really long time. I
stepped out of the waiting room with my little rucksack, we walked through the boarding ramp
and into the plane. The doors closed, it was time to start a new adventure.

After thirteen hours and forty-one minutes we arrived in Dubai the busiest airport in the world.
I’ve never been surrounded by so many people in my life. We had to get two trains in the airport
just to get to the waiting area. After two hours of waiting our plane arrived. We sat on the plane
waiting for the nine hours to pass until we set foot on land again. We arrived in Manchester
airport, it was so good to see that it wasn’t as crowded as it was in Dubai airport. We got a taxi to
Manchester station, to catch a train on a one hour and five-minute train journey to York. On the
journey I couldn’t believe how green the grass was compared to the brown prickly grass in
Australia. All I was imagining was sixty Australian
red kangaroos but instead all I saw was sixty black
and white Holstein dairy cows, I’d never seen so
many cows in my life. Not everything in Australia
and England are as different as they seem. We
passed through Doncaster not in Melbourne but in
England, also Richmond and Eltham are all suburbs
in Australia not forgetting Martin the birth place of
Captain James Cook. Captain James Cook the English
explorer famously on the 29th of April 1770

stumbled across Botany Bay NSW (New South Wales) Australia. When we arrived in York we
walked down the cobbled streets and were stunned to see all the old brick and stone
architecture, I could just imagine what it would be like in the 1770s when captain James cook
was around. Melbourne is a very modern city it’s full of tall buildings constructed of glass,
concrete and steel, but in between all the huge modern architecture you find old cobbled streets
with restaurants, shops and tiny houses. Maybe York isn’t that different from Melbourne,
although a couple of thousands of years older. Once again, we stepped onto the train for the last
leg of our journey. Only twenty minutes until our destination, Northallerton, North Yorkshire.

Everything that had happened in the last twenty-four hours on the 18th of May 2017 had led me
to that destination. Northallerton train station was where my new adventure would begin. I
could now go and explore all the different environments, foods and cultures in England.
Adventure begins now, every morning you awake, no matter where you are in the world.

This was my story of how I travelled from Australia to England. What if you went on your own
adventure? I’ve got ten reasons why you should have an adventure right now.
-To learn
-To experience new adventures
-To be different

-Because life is to short
-To meet people
-To feel more alive
-To know yourself
-To challenge yourself
-To experience cultures
-To not look back and wonder, what if?

Australia and England aren’t very different after all, so I hope you take it on board to have your
own adventure by yourself, or with a bunch of people.

Amelia MacMillan and Olivia Rose Cooke Tonge
On the 26th May 2018, forty-two children waved goodbye to their parents in the bus park at Thirsk School
as the Lower School children got ready to go to Strasbourg. As soon as they left, their families danced and
sang with joy “Yay! Peace and quiet for a week”, little did they know how fast the week would go. So, the
parents went home and turned up the radio with songs from the 80’s whilst the travellers turned up
Spotify on their hotspots and speakers and listened to the current hits such as One Kiss and 2002, (that
was quite popular during the trip). We waved goodbye to school, silently hoping something might
happen to it so we wouldn’t have to go to school on Monday. Anyway, Amelia and I played UNO and
cards to pass the time, pausing frequently to sing along to some of the songs. At around midnight we
came to a service station in Peterborough where we swapped drivers and had a quick toilet break. There
was a McDonald’s there, so according to the rest of the group, we had to stop there. We had burgers and
chips and munched happily as everyone was hyper about being
able to stay up until past ten o’clock. About half an hour later,
we boarded the coach again. The staff, who clearly couldn’t
wait for the week ahead of them with forty something giddy
kids, told the group to be quiet and get some sleep, so
obviously, nobody did. Amelia and I had our heads on our
pillows, but it was hard to get any zzzzzs since the person in
front of us, had put his pillow on his head and pretended to be
an elephant. In the end, we drifted off to sleep and the coach
gradually got quieter as the people coming off their sugar high
and realising they might actually need to get some sleep now.
We woke up very early the next morning and when we opened
our eyes, we were driving down a ling bendy road until we
stopped opposite some white cliffs. We were in Dover. The
group chatter began to crescendo (musical term meaning
getting louder) as more and more people woke up. We were at
Dover for two boring hours. We either played on our phones,
played tic tac toe, stretched our legs outside, listened to music, or chatted. That was two very long hours
in short. When we finally boarded the ferry, it was very exciting. The ship was very big and quite
impressive. We pushed ourselves out, desperate to be free again. We were directed up the Orange stairs
and had to wait in an arcade area whilst the teachers got the last few off the bus. They told us the ground
rules and 98% of us obeyed them. Fortunately, nobody broke rule six: don’t jump off the ship because it
looks like fun. As soon as we could go, children were spreading all around. Some went to the canteen for
food, some were desperate for the loo, so hopefully they went to the toilets, and some headed towards
the shop. Some of the girls were dying to try on the most expensive perfume whilst some of the boys
were looking at monster trucks. Our little group consisted of me, Amelia, Ben, Henry and Millie. We
headed towards the dining room and found a table to sit at. The waters were good, and it wasn’t too

bumpy, so we were ok. After two hours ticked by, we went back to our meeting point and gathered to
get back on the coach ready t go on our nine- hour journey to Strasbourg. When we got back n the coach,
we were blinded by the sudden sunshine that welcomed us into France. Paddington 2 began to play on
the small televisions above us, so we watched that to help time pass. At midday, we stopped for lunch.
The teachers had kindly made lots of sandwiches for us and we were all starving, so we were very
grateful. Most of us slept on the way since all the
excitement had drained our energy levels.
Eventually, we arrived in Strasbourg. A city with a lot
of history and small roads. We came across a bright
orange sign you would be able to see from China
with the words CIARUS Hostel written across it. We
retrieved our bags and luggage from under the
coach and headed inside. We gathered in small
groups to have a quick talk about our rooms and the
rules we had to follow. We went to our room which
was nice. It was very modern. It had a bunk bed
which me and Amelia shared and two singles for
Eloise and Anna. It had a good bathroom, clothes
hangers and cubby holes. Our dormitory group got
along quite well, a few hiccups here and there but
everything was fixed. Anyway, we had quick
showers, freshened up then went down for dinner. It
was a school lunch style buffet but there was also a
soup offer. I had a vegetable lasagne. Unfortunately,
its taste didn’t match its appearance. After dinner,
we went for a short walk around Strasbourg and saw
what a romantic and atmospheric place it was. We walked past beautiful buildings with wooden ledges
and deep red flowers hanging from the doors. We walked along a river, which was surprisingly clean and
had hardly any litter in it. It was a nice calm walk with a perfect temperature: warm, but not too hot.
When we arrived back at the hostel, we changed into our pyjamas and put our heads on our pillows. I
don’t need to say much else. It had been a very long and exhausting day, so we were all asleep within
seconds.

Day 3
Day 3 started with disappointed faces of teachers with no cooked breakfasts, only croissants, fruit and
meats. After the meander down to central Strasbourg, near the massive carousel, you couldn’t miss the
intricate cathedral towering over you. We all did a little shopping spree full of laughs and spending
money. Followed by a delicious waffle for lunch at the waffle factory. Meeting together at the end some
early, some late, which winded the teachers up the wall.
We listened to loud music on the bus. Justin Bieber’s ‘Baby’ was a great hit with dancing and singing.
Finally arriving at the village Riquewihr where the hill was so tall, the streets were steep and quaint.

After that, the teachers put their hands in their pockets and bought us all a nice ice cream either whippy
or a scoop. It started to rain but was brushed off quickly, as the boys started to play some football. The
evening meal had plenty of puddings to feast
your eyes upon.

We walked down to the boat whilst sharing
riddles to solve. Headphones were placed on
eyes, ears and heads. Channels were swapped
and volume turning down to wind each other up.
The sights were grand, all lit up and majestic. We
grudgingly walked to the Ciarus centre and finally
to bed and rested our eyes.

Day 4

Day 4 started with the same old breakfast to eat. We got on the bus off to Freiburg. It was more like a
shopping department place rather than a village. A great market situated in the middle. There was one
shop that sold everything from German flags to loud horns to things that were more intimate perhaps for
over 16’s. Another journey through to Germany to high woodlands and cable cars in Shauinsland.
Very high above. All the people were sick to their stomachs except the teachers that travelled with us.
Some people filmed the whole ride and caught what everyone said and did. It was great views up in the
clouds way up high.
Next to the park zoo, many animals to see, then
football and music on a plain of grass. Some teachers
joined in, Mr Acheson has a mean kick but not a good
sense of direction, so he sat down and had to rest. We
went back to the centre to have our meal. Then to do
whatever we wanted until lights out. So, we laid in bed
and closed our eyes again.

Day 5

Day 5 started with the regular breakfast. We hopped
on to the bus for a long drive in to Germany to the
great Europa park containing many rides in country
inspired sections. It had big rides and small rides and
shops and stalls too. Someone was lucky and won a big
unicorn, it was bigger than them (Miss Dolan was so
fond of it she carried it all day long), Featuring the

greatest ride the Silver Star of epic speeds of 80mph. After an action-packed day we treaded back to eat
our meal and to rest until travelling in the morning.

I think it is a great trip to go on as it tests your skills in language, you have lots of fun and laughter. You
can make new friends. You can have the opportunity to
do things you haven’t done before. It’s an experience
to enjoy and have. You learn things you didn’t know
before and you go to a country abroad without your
parents. If you have any doubts don’t worry, it’s a
fantastic time and you’ll miss out I’m so glad I went and
would gladly go again. It’s a memory that will stick with
you for ages.

Travelling back
The journey back wasn’t much different from the one
there. We travelled for nine hours with a lunch break in
the middle. We got on the ferry but unfortunately, the
sea was quite rough this time, so we were all glad when
we came off it after two hours of clutching our
stomachs. We went back on the bus and drove to
Peterborough where we switched drivers again, then
headed in a straight line back to Thirsk. Amelia and I
went to sleep after a while and only woke up when we were coming past the Premier Inn as you come
into Thirsk. The moon was bright now and all the constellations were welcoming us back into England. I
did have trouble coming back here. Sunny and hot country with lots of ice cream or rainy and dull
country with fish and chips. We started our journey back at nine o’clock that morning and we arrived at
quarter past midnight. We waved to our families as they stood in the bus park smiling and saying “Oh,
they grow up so fast” and then us telling them “I need to catch up on the last episode of Love island! Oh,
the trip? Yeah, it was fine.”
In my opinion, it was a thrilling experience for me and I thoroughly enjoyed it. I am glad I took this
opportunity because now I can say “I went to France with school when I was thirteen.” And it sounds
quite good when you say that. I recommend this trip to anyone and I don’t think I know anyone who
regrets going.

